
Customized Hummer

Tours, prices and fees are subject to change without notice. Reservations must be reconfirmed 
24 hours in advance. Most tours have a cancellation policy of 24 hours prior to departure. Some 
tours require a notice of 36 or 72 hours prior to departure, no-shows are non-refundable.       
Cancellation policy depends on the type of tour booked, please consult with a sales representa-
tive about the specific cancellation timeframe for your tour. All rates are based on adult fares. 
Child fares (ages 2 - 11) may be less. Guests weighing 300 pounds or more will be charged for a 
comfort seat. Grand Canyon Airlines, Inc., Scenic Airlines, d/b/a Grand Canyon Scenic Airlines, 
will operate any airplane flight(s) booked. Papillon Airways, Inc., d/b/a Papillon Grand Canyon 
Helicopters, also d/b/a Grand Canyon Helicopters, will operate any helicopter flight(s) booked. 
Grand Canyon Airlines, Inc. and Papillon Airways, Inc. are FAA-certified Part 135 on-demand and 
commuter air carriers and each has operated continuously for more than 50 years. All tours are 
nonscheduled and are subject to cancellation due to poor weather or low demand.                           
Fuel surcharge and prime time supplement may apply. Copyright 2019. All rights reserved.              
Printed in the USA.

CONTACT US

Grand Canyon Scenic Airlines
Boulder City Terminal
1265 Airport Road 
Boulder City, NV 89005

W	FlyGCSA.com
E res@FlyGCSA.com
T 702.835.8484

0319.GCSA.LV.LD

@FlyGCSA
#FlyGCSA

DEPARTING FROM SOUTH RIM

AirplAne Tours

GRAND	DISCOVERY	AIR	TOUR	/	GGG-1	 FROM	$159

Flight time: approximately 40 — 45 minutes

»  Discover the eastern part of the Grand Canyon while 
crossing over Zuni Point Pass with views of the 
Painted Desert and Navajo Nation in the distance. 

»  Fly over Kaibab Plateau and Kaibab National  
Forest as you make your way over the  
Grand Canyon and cross the Colorado River.

»  Marvel at the massive canyon and the  
Colorado River nearly a mile below.

»  Enjoy views of the Confluence of the Little  
Colorado River and the Colorado River, Imperial  
Point and Zuni Corridor.

upgrade your Grand Discovery Air tour:

ADD	HUMMER	TOUR	/	GGG-1HR	 										FROM	$264							

ADD	SUNSET	HUMMER	TOUR	/	GGG-1HRS		 FROM	$284

Tour time: approximately 3.5 hours

Twin Otter Vistaliner

 GRAND CANYON 

AIR 
TOURS
	 Exceptional.	Exhilarating.	Extraordinary.	

LAS VEGAS & BOULDER CITY, NV         
GRAND CANYON & PAGE, AZ



Why Fly WiTh GrAnD CAnyon 
sCeniC Airlines?

In 1927, Grand Canyon Scenic Airlines set the 
standard for aerial sightseeing when we flew 
our first tour over the Grand Canyon. Today, 
Grand Canyon Scenic Airlines has gained global 
recognition not only for the incredible tours and 
customer service we offer, but for our specially 
designed sightseeing aircraft, the ultra-quiet  
De Havilland Twin Otter Vistaliner and the 
well-appointed Cessna Caravan aircraft. Our 
eco-friendly approach and commitment to quiet 
aircraft technology has allowed the Federal 
Aviation Administration and National Park 
Service to recognize our fleet as among the 
quietest aircraft flying the Grand Canyon today.

                                                                      

We oFFer Tour nArrATions 
in mulTiple lAnGuAGes inCluDinG

Vistaliner features include:

» Oversized windows and a high wing design that allow      
 for unobstructed, panoramic views of the Grand Canyon  
 and photo opportunities.

» Quiet propeller system with an added fourth blade          
 which successfully reduces noise by more than 40%.

» Seats up to 19 passengers.
 

Cessna Caravan features include:

»   Window seat for optimum sightseeing and picture-
     taking opportunities.

»   Executive leather seating for maximum comfort               
and luxury.

»   Seats up to 9 passengers.

Standard across our entire fleet:

»  Climate-controlled passenger cabins with heat and air-              
    conditioning to allow for the most enjoyable experience.

»  Bose headsets with noise-cancelling feature for                       
    prerecorded narration clarity. 

flyiNg ThE 
grANd CANyON 
FOR MORE THAN 90 YEARS!

Executive Leather Seating

Oversized windows
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We are the only air tour provider to service 
all points of the Grand Canyon.

CHARTERS

Where Do you WAnT To Go? 
We Will TAke you There!
We can accommodate groups of any size and take them 
to many locations in the Southwest. We charter aircraft 
to almost any destination and seamlessly get our guests 
there in style. Charter tours can be planned to include 
ground activities, VIP transportation and gourmet food.

ConTACT us AT:
702.577.9060 or Charters@FlyGCSA.com

#FlyGCSA

Ready for takeoff!

Monument Valley

Great memories!



The famous Skywalk!

Land at the bottom

LAS	VEGAS	TO	WEST	RIM

AirplAne Tours

VISIONARY	AIR	TOUR	/	GBW-1	 FROM	$199

Tour time, hotel to hotel: approximately 4 hours

»  Take in views of the famous Hoover Dam, Lake Mead, 
and the mighty Colorado River. 

»  Peer 4,000 feet below into massive Grand Canyon 
West for once-in-a-lifetime views.

»  Narrated tour will enlighten you about the history 
of this natural wonder.

upgrade your Visionary Air tour:

ADD	HOOVER	DAM	BUS	/	GBW-1D	 FROM	$249

Tour time, hotel to hotel: approximately 6 — 6.5 hours

INDIAN	ADVENTURE	/	GBW-4	 FROM	$319

Tour time, hotel to hotel: approximately 8 hours

»  Enjoy your flight from Boulder City to the tribal  
lands of the Hualapai Nation while taking in views  
of Lake Mead and Hoover Dam.

»  Board a hop-on/hop-off, air-conditioned motor 
coach to explore Grand Canyon West at Guano 
Point, Eagle Point and the cultural Indian Village.

» Meal included.

upgrade your indian Adventure tour:

ADD	SkYWALk	/	GBW-4k	 FROM	$349

»  Add another level of adventure with a Skywalk pass.

GRAND	VOYAGER	/	GBW-5	 FROM	$549

Tour time, hotel to hotel: approximately 8 hours

»  Receive one of the most comprehensive Grand 
Canyon West experiences available.

»  Fly above Hoover Dam, Lake Mead, and the Colorado 
River before landing at Grand Canyon West, home of 
the Hualapai Nation.

»  Make your descent as a helicopter whisks you nearly 
a mile to the bottom of the canyon.

»  Board a pontoon boat and enjoy a peaceful float trip 
on the Colorado River with the canyon walls above.

»  Return to the rim via helicopter and take advantage 
of the hop-on/hop-off shuttle to visit Eagle Point 
and Guano Point for dramatic photo opportunities.

»  Light meal included.

upgrade your Grand Voyager tour:

ADD	SkYWALk	/	GBW-5k	 FROM	$579

»  Include a Skywalk pass to experience the famous 
glass-bottomed bridge.

DEPARTING	FROM	WEST	RIM

AirplAne Tour

NATIVE	ExPLORER	WITH	LEGACY	/	GWW-1L	 FROM	$179

Flight time: approximately 20 minutes

»  From 500 feet above the canyon wall, see all of 
the major points of Grand Canyon West including  
the Colorado River and Shivwits Plateau. 

»  Self-guided ground tour along the rim of the canyon.
»  Grand Canyon West Legacy entrance included.

Guano Point, Grand Canyon West

See it from above



#FlyGCSA

LAS	VEGAS	TO	SOUTH	RIM

AirplAne Tours

GRAND	CANYON	DELUxE	 FROM	$379	

AIR	&	GROUND	TOUR	/	GBG-4

Tour time, hotel to hotel: approximately 9.5 hours

»  Start your adventure by boarding your airplane for  
the Grand Canyon National Park and take in views of 
the Hoover Dam, Lake Mead, and the Colorado River.

»  Land at Grand Canyon’s South Rim and take a 
bus to the famous Mather Point and Bright 
Angel viewpoints — a photographer’s dream! 

»  Enjoy a boxed lunch with plenty of time 
to hike and explore the vista points.

»  Head to the airport for your return flight over 
pristine landscape and back to Boulder City.

upgrade your Grand Canyon Deluxe tour:

ADD	HUMMER	TOUR	/	GBG-4HR	 FROM	$449

Tour time: approximately 2 hours 

»  Customized hummer with stadium seating. 
»  Capture views from some of the most popular  

lookout points in the Grand Canyon.

ADD	HELICOPTER	/	GBG-4H	 FROM	$584

Flight time: approximately 25 — 30 minutes

»  Soar across the widest, deepest part of the canyon.
»  Fly over the Colorado River, one mile below.
»  Narrated tour over the North & South Rims including 

Dragon Corridor, the most photographed region.

LAS	VEGAS	TO	NORTHERN	RIM

AirplAne Tours

GRAND	CANYON	NORTH	AIR	&	GROUND	 FROM	$429	

TOUR	WITH	ATV	/	SEASONAL	/	GBAR-4A

Tour time, hotel to hotel: approximately 7.5 — 8 hours

»  Enjoy sights of the Hoover Dam, Lake Mead, and the 
Grand Canyon on your way to the northern rim.

»  Arrive at Whitmore Canyon and head to Bar 10 Ranch 
to prepare for your day of all-terrain fun.

»  Take the adventure into your own hands as you drive  
an ATV to the northern rim of the Grand Canyon  
— an area of the canyon rarely seen. (Guided tours as 
a passenger on a Polaris Ranger are also available).

»  Return to Bar 10 Ranch and relax while enjoying 
a homemade Dutch oven barbecue lunch.

»  Proceed to the landing strip for the flight back to 
the Las Vegas/Boulder terminal.

upgrade your Grand Canyon north Air & Ground tour:

OVERNIGHT	BAR	10	RANCH	&	AIR	 FROM	$549	

AIR	GROUND	TOUR	/	SEASONAL	/	GBAR-7	

South Rim

Let’s go Buck WIld!

Explore by ATV



PAGE/LAkE	POWELL	TOURS	

AirplAne Tours 
DepArTinG From souTh rim
ANTELOPE	CANYON	&																															 FROM	$489									

RIVER	ADVENTURE	/	GGP-5R

Tour time: approximately 12.5 hours

»  Board your airplane from Grand Canyon to Page,     
Arizona with views of the Colorado River and              
Lake Powell.

»  Enjoy a guided tour of the mystical Antelope 
Canyon with plenty of unique photo opportunities. 

»  Board a motorized raft for a 15.5 mile smooth water 
float trip on the Colorado River through Glen Canyon. 

»  Witness and learn about ancient Native American 
petroglyphs.

»  Board your motorcoach from Lee’s Ferry back to 
Grand Canyon National Park Airport with memories  
of a lifetime!

» Breakfast and lunch included.

AirplAne Tours 
DepArTinG From pAGe 
LAkE	POWELL	&	HORSESHOE	BEND	 FROM	$124	

AIR	ONLY	/	GPP-1

Flight time: approximately 30 minutes

»  Take in views of Glen Canyon Dam, the awe-inspiring 
Lake Powell and the picturesque Horseshoe Bend.

RAINBOW	BRIDGE	AIR	TOUR	/	GPR-1	 FROM	$144

Flight time: approximately 30 — 35 minutes

»  View Glen Canyon Dam and the majestic Lake Powell 
from above.

»  Soar over Rainbow Bridge and Navajo lands.

AirplAne Tours 
DepArTinG From lAs VeGAs

ANTELOPE	CANYON	ExPEDITION	/	GBP-5	 FROM	$529

Tour time, hotel to hotel: approximately 11 — 12 hours

» Air transportation from Las Vegas to Page, Arizona.
»  Scenic journey with aerial views of Hoover Dam,  

Lake Mead, Vermillion Cliffs, and Glen Canyon.
»  Guided tour of Antelope Canyon.
» Hike to Horseshoe Bend. 
»  Incredible photo opportunities of Antelope Canyon 

and Horseshoe Bend.
» Light meal included.

Castle Rock - Lake Powell

Horseshoe Bend

Explore the Colorado River

Rainbow Bridge

Antelope Canyon


